NEW PRODUCTS
ALL TORQUED UP

OWNERS OF TOYOTA’S GT86 CAN IMPROVE THE PEDAL FEEL, ENGAGEMENT
and performance over their stock clutch with McLeod Racing’s latest performance
offering. The Mag Force Street Edition clutch system is capable of handling extremely
high horsepower engines in street and race vehicles. This clutch system will provide
the strength and durability you have come to rely on in all of the McLeod Racing
family of products. McLeod Mag Force clutches are the perfect choice for racers
looking for a lightweight, high-torque capacity unit. The Mag Force SE features an easy
engaging ceramic friction material and a strapped floater design to reduce noise. The
SFI-Approved lightweight flywheel is CNC machined from 6061 T6 aluminum and has
replaceable Blanchard ground steel friction plates and a hardened ring gear made
from 1045 steel for improved strength. MSRP is TBA.
McLeod Racing
714.630.2764

A SIGN OF SUCCESS

STARVING FOR ATTENTION

THE SUBARU BRZ FA20 AND TOYOTA FRS 4U-GSE ENGINES CAN
potentially experience unwanted oil pressure drop at track temperatures when running
at elevated RPM and in sustained high lateral G-force corners with the OEM oil system.
Proper engine lubrication is critical to a smooth-running engine. Avoid a catastrophic
engine failure due to oil starvation. The Moroso 23045 Oil Pan Baffle is a double-tier,
drop-in, louvered baffle assembly with oil return flaps that creates an oil containment
area and keeps the oil pick-up fed. Additionally, the aluminum plate keeps oil off of the
rotating assembly to free up horsepower and decrease oil temperatures. Fits securely
in the OEM oil pan without modification and comes with two drain-back tube rubber
flange washers. MSRP is $141.68.
Moroso Performance Products
203.453.6571

GETTING HITCHED

THE SUBARU WRX IS WIDELY POPULAR FOR ITS DUAL
personality of both a performance car and a utility vehicle. In
order to help WRX owners maintain their cars’ performance
and looks while adding towing capabilities, Torklift Central
introduces the EcoHitch. This hitch is unique, as it hides
behind the factory knockout panel in the bumper, making it
completely invisible and unnoticeable when not in use. The hitch
is rated for 350 pounds of tongue weight and 3,500 pounds of towing weight,
allowing for bike racks, small trailers, and other items to be carried behind the car. The
EcoHitch is available with 1.25-inch and 2-inch receiver sizes, and is completely bolt-on
with no drilling and only minor trimming required for installation. MSRP starts at $285.99.
Torklift Central
877.343.6933
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THE LAUNCH OF THE BRAND-NEW MAJOR
watch collection is just in time for the holidays. The
MJ105CF is the perfect gift for the stylish, successful
entrepreneur. The elegant, unique timepiece
features a full 316L stainless steel case, measuring
50mm x 44mm x 12mm thick. The time is
displayed with Roman numerals on carbon
fiber surrounded by a stainless steel bezel with
six hexagon bolts. The Major uses a Japanese
6P29 multifunction movement by Miyota.
This movement’s functions include a date
and day calendar. The MJ105CF is water
resistant rated for up to 50 meters, and
it offers a curved, scratch-resistant
mineral crystal lens. It is powered by
an SR621SW battery and comes with
a two-year limited warranty. MSRP
is $250.00.
Meister Watches
www.mstrwatches.com

